During this year DAIA received approximately 1000 antisemitic claims. 90% of them had place on line.

The following are some of the most important cases that are being treated in Justice by now:

- Aggression in “Javerim” Hairdresser: swastikas were painted on public roads and glued papers with anti-Semitic comments.
- Neonazis Birra Division: a neo-Nazi group broke into an antifascist bar, committing numerous crimes. Subsequent threats and new visits to the bar.
- Peluchinga: web with anti-Semitic publications.
- Telegram Argentina General: group with numerous anti-Semitic publications.
- Telegram Division Sudkrieg: neo-Nazi group with anti-Semitic publications.
- Particular: painted on the door of an apartment "JUDEN" and a yellow Maguen David.
- Particular: Facebook posts with anti-Semitic threats to him and his family.
- Rabi in Rosario, province of Santa Fe: physical violence on public roads.
- Alejandro Biondini: former candidate for president made anti-Semitic publications on his Twitter.
- Particular: telephone threats with anti-Semitic comments and an envelope in the building where he lives with threat and a yellow maguen David.
- Patriotic network: anti-Zionist and anti-Semitic blog.
- Particular: neighbor who insults her with anti-Semitic comments.
- IDEXNAMI: blog with anti-Semitic publications, photos and cartoons and the idea that Jews are humanoid and responsible for all the evils in the world.
- In the tip of the tongue: board game for children where a letter associates "Palestinian State" with "Jewish settlements", "Jewish fundamentalism", "destruction and dispossession", etc.
- Teacher in Mendoza, president of the Syrian Club, who gives talks and makes anti-Semitic publications on his Facebook and in the Syrian Club.
- Sale of Nazi objects on the web: Mercado Libre.
- Adrián Salbuchi: former candidate for public office who performs a television program where he talks against Israel and Jewish in general.
- Instagram GUIA_ARGENTINA: anti-Semitic publications.
- Santiago Cuneo: former candidate for governor who makes anti-Semitic publications on his Twitter.
- Blog Catholics Alert: anti-Semitic publications.
- Carlos Balmaceda: video with anti-Semitic content.
- National Socialist Doctrine: anti-Semitic blog.
- Aggression with anti-Semitic comments in a football match.
- School partner assaults another one aged 14 with anti-Semitic comments.
• Particular: a swastika was painted numerous times on the door of her flat in addition to a paper under the door with the phrase "shit bean".
• Particular: a journalist made anti-Semitic comments on her Twitter.
• Particular: posters in a lot of places of the city of Buenos Aires against an Argentine Jewish businessman under the title of a false book "LA AVARICIA" (Avarice) with his photo.
• Behind the apparent: blog with anti-Semitic content, which has a website where anti-Semitic videos are published and in turn, created a movie claiming Hitler.